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ABSTRACT  

Does lyric complexity impact song popularity, and can analysis of the Billboard Top 100 from 1955–2015 
be used to evaluate this hypothesis? The music industry has undergone a dramatic change. New 
technologies enable everyone’s voice to be heard and has created new avenues for musicians to share 
their music. These technologies are destroying entry barriers, resulting in an exponential increase in 
competition in the music industry. For this reason, optimization that enables musicians and record labels 
to recognize opportunities to release songs with a likelihood of high popularity is critical. The purpose of 
this study is to determine whether the complexity of song lyrics impacts popularity and to provide 
guidance and useful information toward business opportunities for musicians and record labels. One such 
opportunity is the optimization of advertisement budgets for songs that have the greatest chance for 
success, at the appropriate time and for the appropriate audience. Our data has been extracted from 
open-source hosts, loaded into a comprehensive, consolidated data set, and cleaned and transformed 
using SAS® as the primary tool for analysis. Currently our data set consists of 334,784 Billboard Top 100 
observations, with 26,869 unique songs. The type of analyses used includes: complexity-popularity 
relationship, popularity churn (how often Billboard Top 100 resets), top five complexity-popularity 
relationships, longevity-complexity relationship, popularity prediction, and sentiment analysis on trends 
over time. We have defined complexity as the number of words in a song, unique word inclusion 
(compared to other songs), and repetition of each word in a song. The Billboard Top 100 represents an 
optimal source of data as all songs on the list have some measure of objective popularity, which enables 
lyric comparison analysis among chart position. 

INTRODUCTION  

The purpose of our project was to determine whether the complexity of lyrics impacted the popularity of 
any given song, via analysis of lyrical composition of songs on the Billboard Top 100 weekly charts from 
1955 to 2015. We chose this study due to the evolving music landscape that allows listeners of music 
greater control over their media consumption.  

We hypothesized songs with low levels of lyric complexity would increase song popularity, and would 
allow songs to increase their Billboard Top 100 chart position, along with improving their chart longevity.  

Through analysis of open-source data, we were able to determine that lyrical complexity does impact 
popularity, but other factors (such as artist popularity and marketing investment) are most likely more 
influential on chart position (a measure of objective popularity) than our definition of lyric complexity.  

The dataset compiled for this project represents a foundation for additional research. For instance, after 
determining the weak relationship between lyrics and chart position in our existing models, we used the 
data to find a much more meaningful relationship between where a song enters the charts and where it 
will peak. While technically outside the scope of our original project, these findings can still have value for 
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our identified benefactors. Additional modeling of the data (with or without additional variables) may 
uncover subsequent relationships of value.  

A major goal of this paper is to introduce the project and dataset to interested parties so that they may 
continue research into this topic. A secondary goal is to demonstrate our data collection and consolidation 
methods for data analysts interested in compiling open-source data for their own projects. A third goal of 
this paper is to find interesting relationships among variables in this data set. 

PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS 

IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL BENEFACTORS 

The benefactors of this study could include musicians, record labels, song writers, and agencies 
representing artists, and advertisers.  

This study can potentially assist musicians and record labels in marketing and advertising songs that 
have the greatest chance for success. The benefactors would be able to maximize their advertisement 
budgets for songs that have the greatest likelihood of wide popularity, thus improving their Return on 
Investment for those songs. Our current model is valid only for songs that have already entered the 
Billboard Top 100, but could provide additional insights to potential benefactors prior to releasing a song.  

Further evaluation of the data set may determine relationships that could: 

 Help evaluate musicians’ existing but unreleased songs for a recommendation on which songs to 
release as singles as well as possible release dates. 

 Provide recommendations to musicians and record labels on whether to alter their lyric complexity for 
the purpose of increasing popularity and capturing a larger audience.  

 Allow commercial advertisers to use this study to determine which yet-to-be-released songs have a 
high likelihood for top popularity with the hopes of increasing recall of advertisements. 

CONSTRAINTS AND LIMITATIONS 

All songs on the Billboard Top 100 list represent a population of “popular” music. Our initial concern was 
that the models we expected to create may not have been applicable to songs that have never appeared 
on the list. Our model efforts were constrained to songs that have already achieved a measure of 
objective popularity (indicated by appearance on the Billboard Top 100 charts). As Entry Position was the 
greatest indicator of Peak Position and Longevity in our chosen model, the original concern is not valid, 
as the chosen model is specific to songs that have already appeared on the list.  

Our ability to model popularity was constrained by the use of lyric and song metadata, and did not take 
into account other factors, such as Artist Popularity or Marketing Activities/Investment, that would likely 
explain a much higher percent of modeling variance if they were quantifiable and accessible for inclusion 
in the model. Artist popularity may have impacted the scope of release and popularity of songs in a way 
that lesser-known artists’ songs would not have been impacted, and it is assumed that all songs on this 
list have had some level of marketing investment applied to increase their exposure, which, in turn, would 
impact popularity (however, the degree to which investments were made is unknown, so we could not 
assume a uniform investment for the songs on the list).   

The population data set was not used for this analysis. Imputation of variables for songs with incomplete 
data were used in the sample data set, in order to include them in analysis. Imputed values were derived 
from a decision tree application to provide values for incomplete instances of variables Duration, Words 
(the count of words in a song), and RepeatedWords. 

FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT 

Technical 

The biggest technical hurdle we faced was the acquisition and consolidation of supplemental song data 
(such as duration, genre, release date, release location, etc.). Extensive effort was taken to collect 
supplemental data via Import.IO, but results were inconsistent.  
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The team then debated seeking outside support to collect the supplemental data, and identified three 
possible access points for the desired material: a Musicbrainz.org moderator, a Million Song Database 
administrator, and a local virtual-server expert. Prior to making outside contact and after ~30 hours of 
total research in to accessing the databases ourselves, a team member discovered the existence of and 
accessed the Whitburn Project dataset, which contained the majority of the desired supplemental data, 
and reduced this technical hurdle to a non-issue.  

Operational 

Validation of findings throughout the project (such as mitigating collinearity, utilizing more accurate 
imputation methods, and creating dozens of model iterations to determine an optimal solution given the 
data set) required additional effort, but ultimately led to our chosen model. 

DATA COLLECTION, CLEANING AND CONSOLIDATION 

All data was extracted from open-source hosts, loaded into a comprehensive, consolidated data set, and 
cleaned and transformed using SAS as the primary tool for analysis. 

SAMPLE AND POPULATION 

The initial dataset consisted of 334,484 observations, which was comprised of the songs and positions on 
each weekly the Billboard Top 100 list for the time period between 1955 and 2015. Within those 
observations there were 31,971 unique songs – representing the population – of which we were able to 
collect lyric and metadata on 18,102 for our sample data set. When creating samples we used 60% of the 
observations for training data and 40% of the observations for validation data. 

DATA ACCESS 

A list of collected data types and sources, and the capture and collection methods are as follows: 

Billboard Top 100 data from 1955-2015 

We were able to make contact with a private music enthusiast who had access to a CSV file that 
contained all Billboard Top 100 weekly data from 07/20/1940 to 10/24/2015. However, we found out that 
the records before 11/02/1955 were incomplete (often only Top 30, Top 15, etc.). To maintain the integrity 
of our analysis, we chose to remove (data reduction) everything before November 1955, so that we could 
work with full Top 100 charts for every single week between 1955 and 2015. 

The variables contained within this source included Song Title, Artist, Week Date, This Week Position, 
and Last Week Position.  

Lyric Collection 

Lyric data was collected via use of the Import.Io webcrawler, from several open-source lyric websites.  

The first approach taken was to use the webcrawler on websites with predictable URL formats, such as 
“[website].com/[song name]_[artist].htm”. First, the artist and song data in the previously collected Excel 
spreadsheet columns were concatenated into a single cell. Next, a website address, such as 
www.lyricsfreak.com, was then concatenated into the column. The webcrawler was loaded with the bulk 
concatenations and trained to collect the lyric data, artist names and song names. This approach 
generated approximately 30% of the total lyric data collected. 

The final approach we undertook to collect lyric data required a dual-webcrawler strategy. First, lyric 
websites with search tags in their URLs (such as “[website].com/search=”) were concatenated with the 
song title and artist. Next, the webcrawler was trained with the single concatenated value to capture the 
song URL generated by the search and then saved. After confirming this method captured a link to the 
desired song page, the webcrawler was loaded with the concatenated values via the Bulk query option. 
Once the crawler completed gathering the links to the desired song page, a second webcrawler was built. 

The second webcrawler was trained to capture the lyric data, song title and artist name from the 
previously-generated webcrawler links.  Useful data was saved and broken links or invalid results were 
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deleted, and the process then was completed using other lyric websites until a sufficient body of data was 
collected. This method accounted for the remaining lyric data.  

Supplemental Data – Whitburn Project  

While some Genre and Duration data was collected along with the lyric data collections, the vast majority 
of supplemental data was collected with the discovery of a Billboard Top 100 consolidated dataset that 
contained Duration and Genre for a large percentage of the data (~93% and ~84%, respectively). 

While researching the Billboard Top 100, a consolidated dataset of popular music from 1890 to 2009 was 
discovered, called the Whitburn Project. Coincidentally, this dataset of popular music used the Billboard 
Top 100 after its creation in 1955, which allowed us to directly merge the file with our existing data. 

DATA CLEANING 

The data cleaning processes applied to the Lyrics, Billboard Top 100 and Whitburn Project datasets 
removed unnecessary special characters, separated the primary artist from the featuring artists, and 
converted necessary special characters or word abbreviations that had the same meaning into a 
standardized character or word. In a very small number of entries, necessary data was not included; due 
to the size of the dataset, we determined the exclusion of these data points would not significantly impact 
the dataset as a whole. 

Unique Song ID Creation  

All data sources contained Artist Name and Song Title information along with their additional variable 
information. Knowing this, we created a unique song ID using truncated Artist and Song Title information, 
which would allow us to merge different datasets with the unique song ID being a primary key for 
merging. 

After the collected data was cleaned of special characters, common expressions (such as “the”), and 
standardized, we created a column in each data set where the first four characters of Artist were merged 
with the first ten characters of the Song Title. For Example, a row with Artist Name “The Police” and Song 
Title “Every Breath You Take” resulted in a unique song ID “polieverybreat”. The sequential steps we took 
are below. 

1. We first removed Semicolons from the csv file (in notepad++) 

We received a comma delimited CSV file for the Billboard Top 100 data. However, some of the song and 
artist names contained semicolons (as can be seen below). We removed these in order to preserve the 
structure of the document and import of variables into appropriate columns. Error! Reference source not 
found. is a screen capture of the comma-delimited CSV file for the Billboard Top 100 data.  

 

Display 1. Comma-delimited CSV file showing Billboard Top 100 data. 

2. We then filtered out records before 2 November 1955 

We only used data from 11/2/1955 through 10/3/2015. The records from before November 1955 were 
incomplete and were manually deleted from the CSV file.  

3. Next, we cleaned Artist Name and Song Title  
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The first step to creating the unique identifier of a song was to remove special characters or word 
abbreviations. This was done using the following SAS code: 

/*creates variables _ArtistName and _SongName with the length of 60*/ 

data dataset; 

set library.dataset; 

length _ArtistName $60 _SongName $60; 

_SongName = lowcase(XSongName);   

/*puts the variable in lower case*/ 

_ArtistName = lowcase (XArtist); 

run; 

 

/*manipulating ArtistName and SongName*/ 

data dataset; 

set dataset; 

_SongName = tranwrd (_SongName,'-',' '); /*replace dash with space*/ 

_SongName = tranwrd (_SongName,'$','s'); 

_SongName = tranwrd (_SongName,'&','and');  

_ArtistName = tranwrd (_ArtistNAme,'feat.','featuring'); 

_ArtistName = compress(_ArtistName,'/?()""''@#%:.,!*');  

/*remove these characters and remaining asterisks*/ 

run; 

 

Additionally, we removed all instances of the preposition “the” from the Artist Name and Song Title. We 
did this to address the fact that different sources recorded artist and song names differently; for example, 
“The Police” band have been found to be recorded as both “Police” and “The Police”. By removing the 
preposition, we prevented “The Police – Every Breath You Take” and “Police – Every Breath You Take” 
from creating two unique ID’s in the next step. In addition, the Artist Name entries were stripped from 
featuring artists. The SAS code to strip featured artists we used was: 

/*Create Artist and FeaturingArtist from _ArtistName; use 'featuring' as 

delimeter*/ 

data dataset (rename=(_ArtistClean=_ArtistName)); 

set dataset; 

_ArtistName = tranwrd(_ArtistName,'featuring','#'); 

_ArtistClean = strip(scan(_ArtistName,1,'#')); 

_Featuring = strip(scan(_ArtistName,2,'#')); 

drop _ArtistName; 

run; 

 

4. Create the UniqueID variable 

In the final step of creating UniqueID variable, we concatenated the first four characters from the cleaned 
Artist Name with the first ten characters from the cleaned version of Song Title. The SAS code used was: 

data library.dataset_clean (drop=_featuring); 

set dataset; 

length UniqueID $15; 

NoblArt = compress(_ArtistName,' '); 

NoblSong = compress (_SongName,' '); 

art5 = substr(NoblArt,1,4); 

song10= substr(NoblSong,1,10); 

UniqueID = cats(art5,song10); 

drop art5 song10 NoblArt NoblSong; 

run; 
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Lyrics Cleaning 

The biggest concerns with the lyrics dataset was the inconsistency of songs having the entire lyrics 
written out, and songs that displayed the chorus only once and wrote the word chorus in place of the 
entire chorus. To eliminate this inconsistency we decided to remove all lyrics that contained the word 
“chorus” by using find and replace of *chorus* within excel. We searched all missing lyrics again through 
a webcrawler in attempts to gain lyrics for songs that had empty lyric cells. We conducted other cleaning 
through Find and Replace. The following are examples of additional information removed from lyrics data: 

 Submitted on* (This occurred at the end of many songs) 

 Submitted by* (This occurred at the end of many songs) 

 Written by* (This occurred at the end of many songs) 

 Unfortunately we were* (This occurred when lyrics weren’t available from www.letssingit.com) 

 (*),[*],{,}(Many songs had artist name, instrumental, or verse within parenthesis and brackets) 

We also needed to find particular words and see if they were officially part of the song or information 
about the song. These words were “copyright” and “instrumental”. We used Find in excel and looked at 
these words on a case-by-case basis (Note: sorting the dataset alphabetically significantly assisted all 
manual cleaning efforts, as we created a numbered column of the data prior to sorting so that it could be 
easily resorted back to the original). 

DATA TRASFORMATION 

We utilized the Max Normal Transformation function in SAS Enterprise Minor to assist in deciding if 
transformation is necessary, but nearly all of our variables were within normal parameters. While there 
were a couple of instances of slight skewness, we thought a transformation would make any results 
calculated with the transformed variable too difficult to explain in actionable terms for our benefactors.  

DATA REDUCTION 

Our collection for the Billboard Top 100 data from 1955-2015 required removal of instances that occurred 
before the scope period (IE. <1955). Import.IO collected URLs for lyrics, but were not necessary to 
include in our dataset; they were removed as well. 

Within the Whitburn Project data set, duplicate variables and unnecessary metadata (such as Production 
Label) were also deleted.  

Prior to running the models, correlation and collinearity tests were performed to omit variables that would 
skew results if included together. 

DATA CONSOLIDATION 

Our data was collected from multiple sources which we had to merge. To create a table of individual 
songs appearing in the Billboard Top 100 chart between 1955 and 2015, the table of Billboard Top 100 
weekly records with 334,474 rows was aggregated using Unique ID as a unique identifier of a song. The 
aggregated table contained 28,002 unique songs. The merging was done using the “join tables” 
command in SAS Enterprise Guide Query builder, with Unique ID as a primary key. In the first phase, 
lyrics and other variables, e.g. duration and genre, from various sources were merged to the Billboard 
Top 100 Unique Songs table using Left Joint. The diagram below shows the connection. 

Display 2 is a sample display of the “Join Tables” command in SAS Enterprise Guide Query Builder, using 
the UniqueID variable for the merger.  
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Display 2. UniqueID variable used to join data sets  

FINAL DATA SET CHARACTERISTICS AND NEW VARIABLES 

The final dataset contained the following percentages of our key variables: 

 Total Unique Songs: 28,002 

 Missing lyrics: 9,647 (34.5%) 

 Missing duration: 1,812 (6.5%) 

 Missing genre: 4,447 (15.8%) 

 Missing BPM: 7,471 (26.7%) 

We then created several variables from the aggregated data set. 

 

Table 1 shows additional variables we created after the aggregation process.  

Variable Name Variable - Full Name Variable Meaning

AvgTWPos Average This Week Position Average position of the song.

AvgTWbins Average This Week Position Bined AvgTWPos with bins of 10 spots.

BestTWPos Best This Week Position Best position the song has ever achieved.

BestTWPbins Best This Week Position binned BestTWPos with bins of 10 spots.

WeeksInChart Weeks in Chart Number of weeks the song has stayed in the Billboard Top 100 Chart.

Month Month when the song first entered the chart.

Year Year when the song first entered the chart.

Top50 The song has been in the top 50

Top40 The song has been in the top 40

Top30 The song has been in the top 30

Top20 The song has been in the top 20

Top10 The song has been in the top 10

Top5 The song has been in the top 5

WorstTWPos Worst This Week Position What was the lowest position of the song during its presence in the chart

EntryDate Exact date when the song entered the chart.

ExitDate Exact date when the song left the chart.
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Table 1. Created Variables after Aggregation  

We then created additional variables we would need for our models. Two example variables we created 
and the associated SAS code used to create them are: 

 Variable “Words” based on the word count of lyrics: 

data dataset; 

set dataset; 

words = countw(_lyrics); 

run; 

 

 Variable “WPM” (Words Per Minute):  

data dataset; 

set dataset; 

wpm = words/duration_decimal; 

run; 

MODELING TECHNIQUES 

In terms of modeling techniques it is important to monitor for collinearity among input variables. By 
excluding those variables which had a VIF over 10, we ensured a more accurate model. Another step is 
to determine which variables may be strongly related to the target variable. We found, of the input 
variables, the most strongly related to be Entry Date, Duration Decimal, Repeated Ratio, Repeated 
Frequency, WPB, WPM, and Words. 

Combining variable importance and VIF, we used five input variables in many of our initial models. These 
variables were Duration Decimal, Repeated Ratio, Repeated Frequency, WPB, and WPM. 

To build models, we created six different target variables. Five of the target variables were 
continuous/ordinal, so we used linear regression for prediction modeling. One variable was binary, so we 
used decision trees for classification and logistic regression, neural network, and auto neural network for 
prediction.  

The variables used for linear regression were: BestTWpos, BestTWposBINS (in sections of 10 positions – 
IE 1-10, 11-20), WeeksinChart, PK, DaystoPK. We chose Linear Regression for these variables because 
they were continuous, and we hoped to find a linear relationship of the input variables that measured 
song simplicity to chart success. When conducting linear regression we examined each combination of 
variables with Stepwise, Forward, Backward, and Ensemble selection method. These were used to see if 
different variables were accepted in the models, along with a hope of improving the variance explained by 
the model.  

Variable Name Variable - Full Name Variable Meaning

AvgTWPos Average This Week Position Average position of the song.

AvgTWbins Average This Week Position Bined AvgTWPos with bins of 10 spots.

BestTWPos Best This Week Position Best position the song has ever achieved.

BestTWPbins Best This Week Position binned BestTWPos with bins of 10 spots.

WeeksInChart Weeks in Chart Number of weeks the song has stayed in the Billboard Top 100 Chart.

Month Month when the song first entered the chart.

Year Year when the song first entered the chart.

Top50 The song has been in the top 50

Top40 The song has been in the top 40

Top30 The song has been in the top 30

Top20 The song has been in the top 20

Top10 The song has been in the top 10

Top5 The song has been in the top 5

WorstTWPos Worst This Week Position What was the lowest position of the song during its presence in the chart

EntryDate Exact date when the song entered the chart.

ExitDate Exact date when the song left the chart.
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The variable used for decision trees, logistic regression, and neural networks was Top40 (1 if it peaked in 
Top 40, 0 if not), These models were used because the target variable was binary along with ease of 
interpretation of decision trees, and we found it important to be able to see if input variables that 
measured song simplicity allowed us to see if a song would peak in the Top 40 regardless of position 
within the Top 40. We chose to see Top 40 because radio charts, such as the American Top 40, would 
use the Top 40 songs of Billboard and the radio play would be magnified for these songs. 

BUILDING THE MODELS 

Due to much of our failure in creating a model that accounted for a large degree of variance explained, 
we tried 80+ models. These models were created through experimentation.  We adjusted with filtering 
before and after data splitting. We found that it was better to filter before data splitting to avoid many of 
the observations from being in one of the subsets. We experimented with a wide arrange of variables 
including words, wpm, bpm, wpb, repeated words, repeated ratio, repeated frequency, entry date, text 
clusters.  

 
As an example of one of our failed models, as a demonstration of the iterative nature of the project, was 
our initial linear regression model. The linear regression model was not able determine any independent 
variables significant enough to predict PK. Obviously, it was important to change modelling method and 
obtain, calculate and create more variables to create a model that was significant that included at least 
one input variable. 

 
After many failures, we continued to experiment with differing target variables, input variables and 
models. All these target variables had one thing in mind, to see if we could determine chart success 
based on song simplicity. We began to find better success with the following models: 

1. Days to PK Backward Regression 

2. BestTWPos Linear Regression 

3. Top 40 Decision Tree 

4. Top 40 Logistic Regression 

ASSESSING THE MODELS 

DAYS TO PK BACKWARD REGRESSION 

This model explained 6.4% of variance and used the significant variables of DurationDecimal, Repeated 
Frequency, and Repeated Ratio. Even though adjusted r-square figure is only 6.4%, the overall model is 
significant, and is one of the best models. This model produces an equation of: Days to PK = 1.2447 + 
.2207*(DurationDecimal) + .6409*(RepeatedFrequency) – 3.1748*(RepeatedRatio). 

Output 1 shows the Analysis of Variance and Model Fit Statistics for this model. 
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Output 1. Days to PK Backward Regression Output 

BESTTWPOS LINEAR REGRESSION 

After recreating the original, failed model with BestTWPos target variable, we achieved an improved 
(compared to the original model BestTwPos model) adjusted r-square of .0366. To get this improved 
model, we used durationdecimal and repeated ratio as input variables. The analysis of variance SAS 
Enterprise Miner output (below) shows that the overall model is significant. This model produces a 
prediction equation of: BestTWpos = 102.5 – 2.4423*(DurationDecimal) – 63.8410*(RepeatedRatio). 
shows the Analysis of Variance and Model Fit Statistics for this model. 
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Output 2. BestTWPOS Linear Regression Output 

TOP 40 DECISION TREE 

Decision Tree was used as classification, not prediction, and we ended up with a Validation 
Misclassification rate of 37%. While the general consensus is that a reasonable classification model has a 
Validation misclassification rate below 30%, this model was the best one we were able to create. While 
the model is poor at identifying songs that will reach the top 40, it is good in determining which songs will 
not reach the top 40. (see the specificity and sensitivity values below). First, we built a “maximal” decision 
tree which was too complex and did not classify well on the validation dataset. Therefore, we have 
decided to prune it back to achieve a tree structure that can be seen below. This is easier to follow and 
make conclusions from, and it is not as complex as the maximal tree. Two Decision Tree metrics of note, 
derived from Output 3, are: 

 Validation 17.88% Sensitivity (True Positive Rate; poor at identifying songs that will reach top 40).  

 Validation 92.95% Specificity (True Negative Rate; great at identifying songs that won’t reach top 40). 

 
Output 3. Top 40 Decision Tree Event Classification Table 
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Observing the decision tree (Output 4), we saw that Repeated Ratio was the most important variable, 

and therefore the criteria for the first split. If a song has a repeated ratio of .7405 or less, it is likely to be 
classified as not making the Top 40 (62.91%). If it is greater than or equal to .7405, the tree needs to be 
split further. Repeated Freuqency is the second split, and of those songs that had a repeated ratio greater 
than or equal to .7405, if a song has a repeated frequency less than 2.2989, then 100% are classified as 
reaching the Top 40. The third and final split is based from Duration Decimal.  
 

 
Output 4. Top 40 Decision Tree Output 

TOP 40 LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

Our validation misclassification rate was 39%. While the general consensus is that a reasonable 
classification model has a Validation Misclassification Rate below 30%, this model was the second best 
we were able to create. Other notable findings with this model, as can be seen in Output 5: 

 As Duration Decimal increases 1 unit, the odds of song peaking in top 40 increases 1.253% 

 As RepeatedRatio increases 1 unit, the odds of song peaking in top 40 increases 80.39% 
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Output 5. Top 40 Logistic Regression model output. 

PROJECT PIVOT 

We still were not achieving desired success for many of our models. We adjusted our focus to see if we 
could predict where a song will peak on the charts, since we knew what position a song entered the chart. 
This required the use of the input variable Entry Position. Entry Position had the highest variable worth of 
all input variables, so it was likely going to make more of an impact. A perfect example is listed below 
featuring BestTWPos as the Target variable. The new models used variable selection criteria of Backward 
and Forward.  

BACKWARD WITH ENTRY POSITION 

The Backward model was significant, containing an adjusted r-square of .2212. The significant variables 
were EntryPos and DurationDecimal. This backward model produced a prediction equation of 
BestTWPos = 57.9927 + .5470*(EntryPos) – 4.3111*(DurationDecimal). Output 6 shows these figures. 

 
Output 6. Backward with Entry Position model output. 
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FORWARD WITH ENTRY POSITION 

The Forward model was significant and had an adj rsquare of .222. However, all the variables were 
significant and produced an equation of BestTWPos = 51.1067 + .5457*(EntryPos) – 
4.3556*(DurationDecimal) – 41.7290*(RepeatedRatio). Output 7 shows these figures. 

 
Output 7. Forward with Entry Position model output. 

ASSESSING THE PIVOT MODELS 

The main method for assessing the models was Adjusted R-square for continuous targets and 
misclassification rate for binary variable. Because many of the models performed poorly we choose the 
decision tree for classification and the Forward with entry date measuring BestTWPos. The decision tree 
had the best misclassification rate of 37%. The BestTWPos had .222 Adjusted R-square. The strengths of 
the decision tree model used was that it is easy to interpret and our model has a good performance in 
determining which songs will NOT reach the top 40. 

While a common weakness of decision trees is that they can over-fit models, we were careful to omit 
variables with high correlation/collinearity prior to running the model. We also subjectively determined 
there were not too many “branches” of the tree, indicating it did not result in an over-fitting model. The 
biggest weakness of our resulting model was that the model has poor performance in identifying which 
songs will reach the top 40. 

The Linear regression model has a very low adjusted r-square value. While the model is significant, its 
performance is poor and different variables (which are not available to us, such as marketing costs, etc.) 
would be needed to improve this model. 

CONCLUSION 

Our best model explained very little variance, indicating a need for additional variables that may be better 
predictors of song success on the Billboard Top 100 chart. Although our models explained little variance, 
knowledge of the trends over time are useful tools along with the decision tree analysis to allow for quick 
classification. Additionally, we may be unaware of any underlying biases or assumptions about our 
variables that led us to model them in the way we did. It is possible that our existing dataset could be 
analyzed to determine a complexity-popularity relationship within the songs on the Billboard Top 100, 
using a different combination of variables or modeling methods. However, our models, as they are, may 
still have additional benefactor value. 
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Music industry analysts may be able to benefit from our analysis by incorporating our data into their 
models, by inclusion of sales data and marketing investments in their catalogue of popular music. 
Additionally, there is strong evidence that private popular music enthusiasts and researchers may wish to 
utilize the data we collected to further their research and hobbies (as indicated by the existence of the 
Whitburn Project). 

Our final recommendation is to seek additional data and variables that may impact results, incorporate 
them into the existing models and/or create new models to develop a predictive model that better explains 
popularity and lyric complexity. 

Furthermore, the results of our analysis indicate the position at which a song enters the charts is a much 
better predictor than the complexity of lyrics in determining where the song will peak on the charts and 
how long the song will remain on the charts.  
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